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Abstract
Let K be a field of characteristic =D 2. It is proven that for K =2 fF3;F5g each square matrix
with entries in K can be written as a product of circulant and diagonal matrices with entries in
K. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
For n 2 N arbitrary, K a field we denote byMn.K/ the ring of all n  n-matrices
with entries in K. Moreover, a matrix C 2Mn.K/ is called circulant if – up to the
first one – each row is the cyclic right shift from the previous one, i.e., if C is of the
form
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c1    cn−1 cn
cn    cn−2 cn−1
.
.
.
.
.
.
c2    cn c1
1CCCA
with c1; : : : ; cn 2 K; as usual D 2Mn.K/ is called diagonal if all off-diagonal en-
tries in D are zero, i. e., if D is of the form0BBBB@
d1 0    0
0 d2
.
.
.
:::
:::
.
.
.
.
.
. 0
0    0 dn
1CCCCA
with d1; : : : ; dn 2 K .
In the following we describe the motivation to consider the factorization of a given
matrix into a product of diagonal and circulant matrices. In [8] it is shown that,
in principle, for each M 2M2n.C/ the corresponding linear map can be realized
through a suitable optical setup. Such an optical setup is composed of two basic
primitives: diffractive elements and the so-called 2f-setup.
Diffractive elements alter a wavefront of coherent light, which is modelled by a
complex vector, through pointwise multiplication. Hence the operation of a diffrac-
tive element can be described by a diagonal matrix.
The so-called 2f-setup consists of free space over a distance f followed by a lens of
focal length f which is again followed by free space over the distance f. What makes
the 2f-setup interesting is its ability to perform a Fourier transform on a wavefront.
The question of which linear transforms can be performed optically is equiva-
lent to the question of which matrices can be factored into diagonal matrices and
Fourier transforms. One important application of optical information processing is
correlation (cf. [10]). A correlation is a multiplication by a circulant matrix. Every
circulant matrix can be realized optically using a 4f -setup which corresponds to a
factorization of a circulant matrix C into a product of a Fourier transform, a diagonal
matrix, and an inverse Fourier transform: C D F  D  F−1 where D is a suitable
diagonal matrix and F−1 D F 3.
Since the Fourier transform can be factored into a product of circulant matrices
and diagonal matrices we get a new formulation of the question of which linear
transforms can be performed optically: Which matrices can be factored into a product
of circulant and diagonal matrices?
For matrices fromM2n.C/ we get:
Theorem 1 [8, Theorem 3; 7, Satz 2.2.3]. Let n 2 N0. Then every matrix M 2
M2n.C/ can be written as a product of circulant and diagonal matrices with entries
in C.
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We prove the following generalization of Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. Let K 62 fF3;F5g be a field of characteristic =D 2; and let n 2 N. Then
every matrix M 2Mn.K/ can be written as a product of diagonal and circulant
matrices with entries in K.
The proof of the theorem splits into two parts: First we prove it in Section 2 for
all n  n matrices with n odd. Thereafter in Section 3 we use an inductive argument
to derive the result for all values of n.
2. Proof of the theorem: n odd
For n odd the claim follows from:
Proposition 3. Let K be a field of characteristic =D 2 and n 2 N0. Then each M 2
M2nC1.K/ can be written as a product of diagonal and circulant matrices with
entries in K.
Our proof of this proposition makes use of the following notation:
For m 2 N we denote by Im 2Mm.K/ the m  m identity matrix .i;j /06i;j<m,
by eIm 2Mm.K/ the involutory m  m permutation matrix .i;m−j−1/06i;j6m−1,
by Ea;bIm 2Mm.K/ the m  m matrix .i;ab;j /06i;j<m with entry 1 at position
.a; b/ and entry 0 at all other positions, by Jm0;m the m0  m “row-wise alternating
all-one matrix” ..−1/i/06i6m0−1I06j6m−1, and by DiIm.a/ 2Mm.K/ the m  m
diagonal matrix with entry a at position .i; i/ and entry 1 at all other diagonal posi-
tions. Finally, when writing matrices in block form, spaces represent zero matrices
of appropriate size; e.g., we thus have
 
I2
E0;1I2
!
D
0BBBB@
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
1CCCCA :
If confusion is not likely, we omit the index that determines the size of a matrix to
improve the readability.
The key for proving Proposition 3 is the following somewhat technical result.
Lemma 4. Let K be a field of characteristic =D 2 and n 2 N0. Then the following
matrices M.1/; : : : ;M.5/ 2M2nC1.K/ split into a product of circulant and diagonal
matrices with entries in KV
(i) M.1/ D
 −eI2 0
J2n−1;2 I2n−1

I
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(ii) M.2/.i/ D I C 2  .−1/i  .Ei;0 C Ei;1/ for i > 1I
(iii) M.3/.i/ D I − Ei;0 − Ei;1 for i > 1I
(iv) M.4/ D
eI2 0
0 I2n−1

I
(v) M.5/.i; j/ D I C Ei;j for i > 1; j D 0; 1.
We visualize these notations by some examples:
M.1/ D
0BBBBBBB@
−1
−1
1 1 1
−1 −1 1
:::
:::
.
.
.
1 1 1
1CCCCCCCA
;
M.2/.3/ D
0BBBBBBB@
1
1
1
−2 −2 1
.
.
.
1
1CCCCCCCA
;
M.3/.4/ D
0BBBBBBBBB@
1
1
1
1
−1 −1 1
.
.
.
1
1CCCCCCCCCA
;
M.4/ D
0BBBBBBB@
1
1
1
1
.
.
.
1
1CCCCCCCA
;
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M.5/.3; 1/ D
0BBBBBBBBB@
1
1
1
1 1
1
.
.
.
1
1CCCCCCCCCA
:
Proof of Lemma 4. (i) We show that M.1/ can be written as a product of two
circulant matrices A; B and one diagonal matrix D. Each of the circulant matrices
is fully determined by 2n C 1 entries and they can be written as A D .aij /06i;j62n D
.a.j−i/ mod 2nC1/06i;j62n and B D .bij /06i;j62n D .b.j−i/ mod 2nC1/06i;j62n because
of their circulant structure.
We prove the equality −eI2 0
J2n−1;2 I2n−1

D2−1A  D0.−1/  B
D2−1
0BBBBBB@
1 −1       1
1 1 −1    −1
−1 1 1    1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
−1 1    1 1
1CCCCCCA

0BBB@
−1
1
.
.
.
1
1CCCA 
0BBBB@
1 1
1
.
.
.
.
.
. 1
1 1
1CCCCA ;
i.e., ai D .−1/i for all i, and bi D 1 for i D 0; 1 and bi D 0 otherwise. Denoting the
entries of M.1/ by m.1/ij we have to verify .m
.1/
ij /06i;j6n−1 D 2−1  A  D0.−1/  B.
Making use of the fact that only two of the entries of B in each column are not
vanishing we can simplify this equation as follows:
m
.1/
ij D2−1 
2nX
kD0
aikdkbkj
D2−1
2nX
kD0
a.k−i/ mod 2nC1dkb.j−k/ mod 2nC1
D2−1.a.j−i/ mod 2nC1dj C a.j−i−1/ mod 2nC1d.j−1/ mod 2nC1/:
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Case I: j > 1
m
.1/
ij D 2−1.a.j−i/ mod 2nC1 C a.j−i−1/ mod 2nC1/ D

1 for i D j;
0 otherwise.
Case II: j 6 1 and i > 1
m
.1/
ij D2−1..−1/j−iC2nC1.−1/jC1 C .−1/j−i−1C2nC1.−1/j /
D2−1..−1/i C .−1/i/ D .−1/i:
Case III : j 6 1 and i 6 1
m
.1/
00 D 2−1.1  .−1/ C 1  1/ D 0;
m
.1/
01 D 2−1..−1/  1 C 1  .−1// D −1;
m
.1/
10 D 2−1.1  .−1/ C .−1/  1/ D −1;
m
.1/
11 D 2−1.1  1 C 1  .−1// D 0:
(ii) Using the matrix M.1/ of (i) we show that for l > 1 we can write
M.2/.l/DI C 2.−1/l.El;0 C El;1/
DDl.−1/  M.1/  Dl.−1/  M.1/:
From the block structure of Dl.−1/ and M.1/ we know that after multiplying we get
the structure
M.2/.l/ D

I2 0
X I2n−1

:
Therefore we have only to verify the entries of X or in other words the entries of
M.2/ for j D 0; 1 and i > 1:
m
.2/
i0 D
2nX
kD0
dim
.1/
ik dkm
.1/
k0
Ddim.1/i1 d1m.1/10 C dim.1/ii dim.1/i0
Ddi

.−1/i  1  .−1/ C 1  di  .−1/i

D

2  .−1/i for i D l;
0 otherwise,
because only the entries for k D 1; i do not vanish. The computation for j D 1 is
analogous.
(iii) The matrix M.3/.l/ can be constructed easily from M.2/.l/ by multiplication
of the lth row with 2−1  .−1/lC1 and the lth column with 2  .−1/lC1 which can be
done by right and left multiplication of diagonal matrices:
M.3/.l/ D Dl

2−1  .−1/lC1

 M.2/.l/  Dl

2  .−1/lC1

:
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(iv) The matrix M.4/ can be built by multiplying M.1/ with M.3/.i/ from the right
for all 2 6 i 6 2n and by negating the first two rows by left multiplication with two
diagonal matrices.
M.4/ D D0.−1/  D1.−1/  M.1/ 
2nY
iD2
M.3/.i/:
Each multiplication with an M.3/.i/ deletes the entries of M.1/ at the positions .0; i/
and .1; i/ which will be shown in the next few lines:
M.1/  M.3/.i/DM.1/  .I − Ei;0 − Ei;1/
DM.1/  I − M.1/  Ei;0 − M.1/  Ei;1
DM.1/ − .−1/iEi;0 − .−1/iEi;1;
hence the equation above follows by induction on i.
(v) It remains to show that M.5/ can be written as
M.5/.i; j/ D Dj .−2/  .Dk.−1/  M.3/.i//2  Dj .−2−1/;
with k D 0 if j D 1, and k D 1 if j D 0. The left-most and right-most diagonal ma-
trices correct the entry at position .i; j/ from −2 to 1 without altering the rest of the
matrix. Now it only remains to show that the middle part constructs M.5/ with entry
−2 at position .i; j/.
.Dk.−1/  M.3/.i//2 D.I − 2Ek;k − Ei;0 − Ei;1/2
DI 2 − 4Ek;k  I − 2.Ei;0 C Ei;1/  I C 4.Ek;k/2
C 2Ek;k  .Ei;0 C Ei;1/ C 2.Ei;0 C Ei;1/  Ek;k
C .Ei;0 C Ei;1/2
DI − 4Ek;k − 2.Ei;0 C Ei;1/ C 4Ek;k C 0 C 2Ei;k C 0
DI − 2Ei;j : 
We are now ready to give the proof of Proposition 3.
Proof of Proposition 3. Let M 2M2nC1.K/ be arbitrary. Applying Gauß’ algo-
rithm to the rows and columns of M we obtain non-singular matrices L;R 2 GL2nC1
.K/ and a diagonal matrix D 2M2nC1.K/ such that M D L  D  R. It is therefore
sufficient to prove the proposition for non-singular matrices.
To construct all non-singular matrices inM2nC1.K/ as a product of circulant and
diagonal factors, it is sufficient to construct the diagonal matrices, all permutations,
and all elementary matrices I2nC1 C Ei;j I2nC1 with i =D j as a product of circulant
and diagonal factors (cf. [4, Section 5.4]).
The diagonals are given by the prerequisites of Proposition 3, the permutations
can be constructed from the circulant shift matrix .1; 2; : : : ; 2n C 1/ and the
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transposition matrix M.4/ from Lemma 4(iv) which in cycle notation corresponds to
.1; 2/. Finally, we have the elementary matrix M.5/ from Lemma 4(v) at our disposal
from which an arbitrary elementary matrix I2nC1 C Ei0;j 0I2nC1 can be derived by
means of the identity
I2nC1 C Ei0;j 0I2nC1 D .i; i 0/  .j; j 0/  .I2nC1 C Ei;j I2nC1/  .j; j 0/  .i; i 0/;
where the cycle notation is used to represent the corresponding permutation matrices.

3. Proof of the theorem: general case
Before being able to prove Theorem 2 we need to prove one more lemma.
Lemma 5. Let K 62 fF3;F5g be a field of characteristic =D 2, and let n 2 N. More-
over let C1; C2 2Mn.K/ be circulant matrices. Then the following matrices in
M2n.K/ split into a product of circulant and diagonal matrices with entries in K:
(i)

In In
In

;

In
In In

2M2n.K/;
(ii)

C1
C2

2M2n.K/:
Proof. (i) For K 62 fF2;F3;F4;F5g the field K contains at least seven elements,
and since the polynomial X4 − 1 2 KTXU has at most four distinct roots in K we
may choose an element 0 =D  2 K with 4 =D 1. Then we have the following fac-
torizations into circulants and diagonals (with c D char.K/ the characteristic of K ):

In In
In

D.2 − 6/−1 

  In
.1 C 2/  In



  In In
In   In



.c − 1/2  In
In



In   In
  In In



.1 C 2/  In
  In

:
In
In In

D

In
In



In In
In



In
In

: (1)
(ii) First, we need the equality
In In
In −In

D

In
In In



In
−2  In



In In
In

:
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Next, we have
C1
C2

D

C1
In



In
In



C2
In



In
In

;
and for C 2 fC1; C2g we obtain
C
In

D 4−1 

In In
In −In



C C In C − In
C − In C C In



In In
In −In

:
By (i) all matrices in the last product split into diagonal and circulant factors, so
we are done. 
By means of an inductive argument we can now prove Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. Repeating the argument in the proof of Proposition 3 we
see from Gauß’ algorithm that it is sufficient to prove the theorem for non-singular
matrices. Moreover, it is known that every non-singular matrix M 2 GLn.K/ is a
product of diagonal matrices and matrices of the form In C Ei;j In, where 0 6 i; j <
n (cf. for instance, [9, Chapter 1, Theorem 9.2]). Having all diagonal matrices at
our disposal we are left to show that all matrices of the form In C Ei;j In split into
circulant and diagonal factors. We prove this by induction on the exponent r 2 N0 in
the factorization n D 2r  m with 2 - m.
r D 0: In this case n is odd, and the claim follows from Proposition 3.
r ! r C 1: By induction hypothesis each M 2M2r m.K/ can be written as a
product of diagonal and circulant factors with entries in K. Moreover, both the set of
circulant and the set of diagonal matrices is closed under multiplication. So for ar-
bitrary M1;M2 2M2r m.K/ there are circulant matrices C1i ; C2i and diagonal ma-
trices D1i ; D2i such that M1 D QliD1 C1iD1i and M2 D QliD1 C2iD2i (since I2r m is
both circulant and diagonal the factorizations of M1 and M2 can w. l. o. g. assumed
to be of equal length l and to start (end) with a circulant (diagonal) factor). Hence by
Lemma 5
M1
M2

D
lY
iD1

C1i
C2i



D1i
D2i

2M2rC1m.K/ (2)
splits into circulant and diagonal factors with entries in K.
Combining (2) and Lemma 5 we see that for every non-singular matrix A 2
GL2r m.K/ also
I2r m
A I2r m

D

I2r m
A



I2r m
I2r m I2r m



I2r m
A−1

2M2rC1m.K/ (3)
splits into circulant and diagonal factors. Finally, as each M 2M2r m.K/ is express-
ible as a sum of non-singular matrices Ai 2 GL2r m.K/ (i D 1; : : : ; lM ), we may
conclude from (3) and
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I2r m
A1 C A2 I2r m

D

I2r m
A1 I2r m



I2r m
A2 I2r m

2M2rC1m.K/
that for arbitrary M 2M2r m.K/ the matrices
I2r m
M I2r m

and

I2r m M
I2r m

D

I2r m
I2r m



I2r m
M I2r m



I2r m
I2r m

2M2rC1m.K/ (4)
split into circulant and diagonal factors.
From (2) and (4) we recognize that for arbitrary M1;M2 2M2r m all matrices of
the form
M1
M2

,

I2r m
M1 I2r m

; and

I2r m M2
I2r m

2M2rC1m.K/
split into circulant and diagonal factors with entries in K – in particular this holds for
all matrices of the form I2rC1m C Ei;j I2rC1m with 0 6 i; j < 2rC1  m: 
4. Comments and related work
We want to give some comments on those choices of K and n which are excluded
in Theorem 2 and Proposition 3.
Remark 6. Let K be a field.
(i) If K 2 fF2;F3;F5g then the matrix
A VD

1 1
1 0

2M2.K/
cannot be expressed as a product of circulant and diagonal matrices with entries
in K.
(ii) If K 62 fF2;F3;F5g then each matrix inM2.K/ can be expressed as product of
circulant and diagonal matrices with entries in K.
Proof. (i) F2: Assume that A allows a factorization of the required form. Then –
since A is of rank 2 – all diagonal matrices involved in the factorization must be
non-singular and hence equal to the 2  2 identity matrix I2 2M2.F2/. So in fact A
is a product of circulant matrices – in contradiction to A not being circulant.
F3: By inspection we see that all 2  2 non-singular circulant and all non-singular
diagonal matrices are contained in the monomial group
G VD

 0
0 

V ;  2 F3

[

0 
 0

V ;  2 F3

:
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Now assume that A splits into diagonal and circulant factors. As det.A/ =D 0 all
matrices occuring in such a factorization must be elements of G – in contradiction to
A 62 G.
F5: Using a computer algebra system such as MAGMA (cf. [1]) we see that the
group spanned by all non-singular diagonal and circulant 2  2 matrices with entries
in F5 consists of 96 elements and does not contain A. Hence, as A is non-singular, a
factorization of the required form does not exist.
(ii) Repeating the argument in the proof of Proposition 3 we see from Gauß’
algorithm that it is sufficient to consider only non-singular matrices. The diagonal
matrices are at our disposal already, so we are done if we can express the matrices
1 1
0 1

;

1 0
1 1

2M2.K/
as a product of circulant and diagonal factors. For K =D F4 the required factorization
is given by Eq. .1/ with  2 K an arbitrary element of order > 4. For K D F4 the
factorization .1/ can also be used: Choosing  as a generator of the cyclic group F4
guarantees that none of the denominators vanishes. 
With the same argument as in the proof of Remark 6 (i) we can see that for ar-
bitrary n > 1 there are matrices in Mn.F2/ which do not split into circulant and
diagonal factors: The only non-singular diagonal matrix in Mn.F2/ is the n  n
identity matrix In. Therefore, the product of non-singular circulant and non-singu-
lar diagonal matrices in Mn.F2/ is always circulant; in particular for n > 1 there
are matrices in Mn.F2/ which cannot be expressed as a product of circulants and
diagonals with entries in F2.
One might be tempted to hope that F2 is the only field of characteristic 2 where
Theorem 2 fails. This is not true, however: Using a computer algebra system such
as MAGMA, one easily verifies that the subgroup of GL3.F4/ generated by the non-
singular circulant and non-singular diagonal matrices consists of 648 elements. As
GL3.F4/ contains 181 440 matrices we can conclude that in particular not every
element inM3.F4/ splits into circulants and diagonals.
Unfortunately, at the moment we are not aware of a complete characterization of
the cases excluded in Theorem 2 and Proposition 3.
In the spirit of the original motivation from diffractive optics we finally consider
factorizations into a product of unitary circulant and unitary diagonal matrices over
the complex numbers C. These matrices correspond to an optical setup consisting
only of diffractive phase elements which are of special interest in optics since they
absorb (theoretically) no energy. Examples for phase elements are structured glass
or lenses.
Proposition 7. Let n 2 N. Then every unitary matrix U 2 Un.C/ can be written as
a product of unitary circulant and unitary diagonal matrices. Furthermore, every
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unitary matrix can be written as a product comprised of unitary diagonal matrices
and the discrete Fourier transform
DFTn VD 1p
n

.e2 i=n/j k

j;kD0;:::;n−1 :
Proof. The statement is an easy consequence of [2, Lemmas 2 and 3]. Combining
these lemmas we observe that a subgroup in Un.C/ containing the group of unitary
diagonal matrices and in addition a unitary matrix H with all coefficients non-ze-
ro must in fact be the full unitary group. In the situation of Proposition 7 we are
facing a group containing all unitary diagonal matrices and for H we can choose
for instance the circulant matrix DFT−1n  D0.i/  DFTn (with D0.i/ as defined in
Section 2). Since the Fourier transform DFTn itself has no vanishing entries the last
statement follows, too. 
Related work
Various aspects of the problem of expressing a given matrix as a product of ma-
trices with a particular structure have been considered in the literature (see, e.g.,
[6]). We also want to mention a result of [5] which shows that for K 2 fR;Cg the
monomial group is a maximal subgroup of GLn.K/.
Finally, we want to remind readers of the work of Borevich dealing with the char-
acterization of those subgroups of GLn.K/ that contain the group of non-singular
diagonal matrices (cf. [3]). One can consider such questions for matrix rings whose
entries are not necessarily fields, too (see, e.g., [11]). We may also take this as a
motivation to attempt to generalize Theorem 2 to matrix rings over more general
rings.
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